changed,! but! the! central! problem! has! remained! the! same:! media! are! associated!with!both!positive!and!negative!aspects!of!socialization.! Recognizing! the! limitations! of! commercial! TV,! American! progressives! rallied! public! support! in! the! USA,! helping! to! launch! the! Public!Broadcast!System!as!a!counterweight!to!mass!ignorance.!!Sesame! Street,!the!PBS's!flagship!programme,!specifically!set!out!to!give! ghetto! kids! a! head! start! in! acquiring! literacy! and! numeracy! skills! by! adapting! the! techniques! of! commercial! media-popular! music,! animation,! dynamic! formats! of! advertising,! and! clever! puppetry-to! deliver! mass! literacy! into! the! home.! The! commercial! formats! proved! enormously! attractive! to! children! all! around! the! world,! confirming! that! commercial! TV! can! be! educational.! Yet! assessments! of! this! pedagogical! innovation! indicated! the! limits! of! TV! as! a! mass! educator.! Families! who! already! supported! their! children's! education! confirmed! that! pre"school! TV! programmes!could!provide!a!boost!to!literacy!skills!(Anderson,!Huston,! Wright,! &! Collins,! 1998).! But! without! parental! support! and! encouragement,! children! received! few! positive! benefits! from! watching! Sesame! Street,! particularly! among! the! most! deprived! families! (Lesser,! 1974) .! The! findings! suggested! that! those! who! watched! commercial! TV! most!did!poorly!at!school.!Researchers!found!no!easy!technological!fixes! for!the!problems!of!mass!education.!! PEDAGOGIES!OF!RESISTANCE! British! educators! were! more! wary! of! the! rise! of! mass! mediated! culture! than!those!in!North!America! (Alvermann!&!Hagood,!2000) .!Pointing!to! the!enormous!popularity!of!the!cinema!and!comics,! Leavis!and!Thomson! (1933) ! proposed! a! prophylactic! cultural! pedagogy! that! would! teach! the! masses! to! better! discriminate! cultural! tastes! and! resist! the! commercial! rhetoric!of!popular!culture.!!Inspired!by!Leavis,!many!British!educators! believed!that!cultural!literacy!was!the!best!defence!against!the!incursions! of!commercialized!culture.!! Although!commercial!television!expanded!rapidly!in!the!1950s!in!the! UK,! British! policy! makers! established! quality! standards! in! the! public! interest!and!mandated!the!British!Broadcasting!Corporation!(BBC)!as!an! educational! broadcaster! to! prevent! a! cultural! wasteland.! ! British! educator! Richard ! Hoggart! (1959) ! argued! that! defending! literacy! called! for!a!broader!rethinking!of!public!education.!!He!recognized!that!many! highbrow! works! of! poetry! and! prose! on! the! curriculum! served! only! to! marginalize! and! demean! working! class! students.! ! Because! the! levelling! aspirations! of! the! mass! literacy! movement! required! a! broader! cultural! pedagogy! to! "replace! the! snobbishness! of! traditional! educators"! he! argued! for! a! critical! cultural! pedagogy! that! strongly! opposed! the! trivialization,! the! fragmentation! and! the! opinionation! encouraged! by! popular!providers"!(p.!321).!! Hoggart's! (1959)! advocacy! for! critical! cultural! studies! provided! the! impetus! for! media! literacy! pedagogy! in! Britain.! The! idea! of! a! democratizing! potential! for! critical! cultural! studies! inspired! many! teachers!who!practised!analyzing!popular!music,!movies,!and!television! with! students! to! teach! them! to! understand! differences! between! the! progressive! and! regressive! dimensions! of! cultural! ideology.! British! media! studies! advocate! Len! Masterman! consolidated! these! ideas! into! a! formal! critical! pedagogy! which! taught! "ideological! deconstruction"! to! protect! younger! students! from! commercial! manipulation! (Masterman,! 1985) .! His! critical! media! education! curriculum! called! for! the! empowerment! of! students! through! a! demystification! of! popular! texts,! especially!news!and!advertising.!His!pedagogy!used!literary,!ideological,! and! semiotic! analysis! to! encourage! a! reflective! questioning! stance! towards! the! forms! and! contents! of! print! and! electronic! media.! Masterman's! critical! pedagogy! has! influenced! teachers! around! the! world,! but! especially! in! Canada! where! this! pedagogy! helped! launch! media! education! among! Ontario! and! British! Columbia! teachers! (Anderson,!Duncan,!&!Pungente,!2004) .! Many!teachers!found!that!media!studies!provided!excellent!leverage! for! broadening! the! scope! of! the! English! curriculum! beyond! the! great! works.!The!British!Film!Institute!(BFI)!took!the!lead!in!a!broader!view!of! cultural! criticism,! promoting! film! studies! through! a! schools! outreach! initiative!that!taught!film!as!parallel!cultural!text.!They!developed!course! materials! focused! on! the! appreciation! of! filmic! language! to! promote! visual!literacy!skills.!!Recognizing!the!importance!of!film!and!television! as! building! blocks! of! youth,! these! initiatives! engaged! through! desire! rather! than! condemn! children's! taste! as! vulgar! and! unsophisticated.! Rather! than! condemning! rock! videos,! advertising,! and! sitcoms! as! 
Participants!
Participants! in! this! case! study! consisted! of! a! total! of! 178! elementary! students,! 91! male! students! and! 87! female! students.! We! selected! the! students!from!eight!classes!in!four!different!schools!in!North!Vancouver,! involving! eight! classes! ranging! from! grade! 2! to! grade! 6.! Although! sampling!was!somewhat!random,!the!participating!schools!were!varied! in! their! socio"economic! status.! We! chose! young! children! for! this! study! for! the! following! reasons:! ability! of! parents! to! monitor! home! media,! parental! involvement! in! school"based! projects! tends! to! be! high,! and! research! has! shown! that! early! sedentary! lifestyle! patterns! may! lead! to! life"long!health!problems! (Dietz!&!Gortmaker,!2001) .!! Because!we!wanted!to!support,!and!not!bully,!children!into!making! informed! lifestyle! choices,! and! to! see! what! happened! to! their! leisure! when! they! voluntarily! reduced! their! dependency! on! media! entertainment,! we! coached! teachers! not! to! blame! children! for! whatever! choices! they! made.! We! developed! and! implemented! our! critical! media! literacy!programme!with!the!classroom!teachers!to!weave!the!discussion! of!lifestyle!risks!into!normal!class!activities.!!Applying!our!cultural!judo! approach,! we! augmented! each! classroom! lesson! with! creative! activities! focused! on! making! the! three! moments! of! critical! learning! more! accessible:! reflection! focusing! on! students'! examination! of! the! risks! associated! with! their! own! media! use! and! preferences;! deconstruction! based! on! exercises! to! expose! the! critical! concepts! that! children! use! in! understanding! both! the! benefits! and! risks! of! media! ! (junk! food,! couch! potatoes,! fair! play,! addiction);! and! reconstruction! based! on! creative! engagement! in! strategies! for! changing! lifestyles! through! designing! and! articulating!alternatives.!! The!Curriculum! Reflection.! ! Our! research! showed! that! many! children! freely! admit! that! they!have!developed!patterns!of!dependence!on!media.!We!also!showed! that! these! activities! were! not! always! the! most! preferred! leisure! choices! available! to! children.! Rather,! we! found! that! complex! circumstances! in! young! people's! lives! make! media! consumption! the! easy! solution! to! boredom! and! loneliness,! e.g.,! reporting! that! TV! and! video! games! are! preferred! solitary! activities,! but! played! only! when! social! activities! like! friends! and! play! are! not! readily! at! hand.! Because! the! children! watched! TV!and!played!video!games!when!they!had!time!to!kill!and!when!they! had!little!supervision,!we!identified!and!talked!about!the!development!of! patterns! of! media! use,! including! preferred! genre! and! programme! preferences.! Deconstruction.! ! Future! citizens! need! to! know! not! only! how! to! read! and!write!in!various!media,!but!also!to!understand!the!contextual!factors! that! influence! how! information! becomes! distorted! or! biased.! ! Many! media! educators! working! with! teens,! therefore,! focus! on! news! and! public! affairs! discourses! as! the! pillars! of! critical! literacy! programmes,! helping!them!understand!the!ways!political!information!gets!constructed! and! used! in! the! contemporary! world.! But! consumer! socialization! research! reveals! that,! although! young! children! (6"11! years)! have! acquired! financial! power,! they! have! rather! limited! knowledge! of! the! mediated! marketplace.! Although! industry! advocates! portray! them! as! possessing! advertising! savvy,! many! children! neither! understand! the! intent! of! advertising! nor! the! institutions! that! shape! commercialized! programming! (Buijzen! &! Valkenburg,! 2000) .! ! Although! they! can! say! if! they!like!an!ad!or!not,!few!adolescents!fully!comprehend!the!complexly! layered! irony! designed! into! marketing! messages! (O'Donahue! &! Tynan,! 1998).!!Even!marketers!admit!that!kids!are!"clearly!influenced,!absorbing! detail! to! use! in! persuading! their! parents! to! buy"! (Duff,! 2004,! p.! 49) ! without! evaluating! the! products.! ! With! synergistic! cross! marketing,! product! placements,! web! marketing,! and! programme! length! commercials,!it!is!hardly!surprising!that!few!young!children!can!explain! the! difference! between! programming! and! advertising! content! (Livingstone,! 2003) .! We! see! a! need,! therefore,! to! develop! children's! understanding! of! the! commercialized! world! in! ways! that! would! not! deny!their!pleasure!in!watching!cartoons!or!playing!with!toys!and!video! games.! We! created! a! number! of! playful! learning! experiences! through! which!students!became!acquainted!with!basic!marketing!and!advertising! techniques! such! as! branding,! product! placements,! and! celebrity! was!important!for!the!success!of!the!challenge.!Analysis!showed!that!the! controlled! use 3! strategy! was! far! more! popular! among! the! younger! students,!whereas!the!cold!turkey!strategy!was!chosen!by!82!per!cent!of! the! older! students! who! seemed! to! take! up! the! challenge! more! enthusiastically.! We! noted! that! those! refusing! to! take! the! Tune! Out! Challenge! were! disproportionately! boys! (83%)! and! also! were! far! more! likely!to!be!from!grade!2!and!3.!!Of!the!121!students!who!kept!a!record!of! tune!out!week!activities,!60!per!cent!reported!getting!through!the!whole! week! without! using! screen! entertainment 4 .! Girls! were! slightly! more! enthusiastic!(62%!vs.!54%!for!boys),!and!older!boys!(grades!4"6)!were!far! more!successful!than!younger!boys!(63%!compared!with!41%!of!younger! boys).!The!opposite!was!true!for!younger!girls,!with!65!per!cent!(grades! 2"3)!remaining!media!free!compared!with!59!per!cent!of!older!girls.!! The!net!effect!was!that!students!gained!100!minutes!a!day!of!leisure! time! from! reducing! their! dependency! on! screen! entertainment! during! tune!out!week 5 !!(see!Table!1).!! ! Table! 
